EXODUS “RESTART”

Opening Remarks
I hope that you found our time in
Psalms to be fruitful …
It is an inexhaustible book — and I
trust that you are now better
equipped to interact with it!

Opening Remarks
I am “in process” on the interpretive
principles cheat sheet …
Which has turned out to be more work
than I expected!
So — hopefully I can complete it in the
next couple of weeks

Opening Remarks
Today we return to Exodus, and …
The start of the next major section of the
book — the plagues in Exod 7:8-11:10
Since it has been ‘a while’ — I thought a
reintroduction to Exodus, and …

Opening Remarks
An ‘overview’ review of Exodus
chapters 1 to 7:7 …
Would be a helpful starting point
So — let’s test our memories 😀

The Big Picture
Starting w/the big picture, namely …
The literary structure of Exodus
Anyone remember the two different
ways we can organize the book?

The Big Picture
Geographically in three movements …
In Egypt — Exod 1-13
In the Wilderness — Exod 14-18
At Sinai — Exod 19-40, or …

Theologically with three emphases …
Redemption Deliverance

Consecration

The Big Picture
My preference is a combination of the
two, stated as …
Geographic movement with a theological
overlay …
Expressed in a theme statement for the
book as follows …

The Big Picture
The sovereignly directed progression of God’s
faithfulness to Abraham’s posterity, reflected in:
Their redemption from Egypt;
Their deliverance in the wilderness; and
Their consecration at Sinai.

The Big Picture
Before our Psalms excursus we had
traversed Exodus 1:1 to 7:7
Who and what was the focus of these
chapters?
Who = Moses

The Big Picture
What = The birth and molding of Moses —
God’s chosen ‘redeemer’

What is Moses’ preparation marked
by — i.e. what pattern repeats itself?
God’s faithful responses to Moses’ unbelief

The Big Picture
What means does God use to overcome
Moses’s unbelief?
Encouragement!!
God was bolstering a weak faith versus breaking
a hard heart …
Which is what He will have to do with Pharaoh

The Big Picture
What was God’s goal in His molding
of Moses?
Moses’s submission to God’s will, God’s way

Which — despite Moses’s … and our
… protests is always what?

The Big Picture
THE BEST … AND ONLY … WAY!!

By way of implication, we should be
reminded that …
God can and does accomplish miracles
through ‘submissive servants’

The Big Picture
As we are yielded to God’s will, He
can work through us, able to …
Accomplish extraordinary things
through thoroughly ordinary people!
In other words …

The Big Picture
Submitting to God’s Lordship in our lives
is a powerful tool that …
Is ‘paradoxical’ to a lost world —which
views submission as weakness
Zooming out, the ‘top-level’ structure of
Exodus is …

The Big Picture
TEXT

TITLE

Exod 1-13

Redeemed from Egypt

Exod 14-18 Delivered & Preserved in the Wilderness
Exod 19-40

Covenant at Sinai

A Closer Look
We had embarked upon our study
some months ago — taking up the first
major section dealing with God’s
redemption of Israel from Egypt
Chapters 1-13 break down this way …

A Closer Look
Redeemed from Egypt — Exod 1-13
The House of Pain — Israel’s new reality (1)
The Molding of Moses — Israel’s new leader (2-7:7)
The Humbling of Pharaoh — Israel’s nemesis
(7:8-11:10)
The Grand Redemption — Israel’s destiny (12-13)

A Closer Look
Chapter 1 Highlights …
Exod 1:1 signals “the nascent nation’s continuing
story” with …
‘Now these are the names’

What are some of the main themes of chapter 1?
The nation’s growth — v. 7; note the 5-fold verbal
emphasis

A Closer Look
A new Pharaoh and foreign policy — vv. 8-10

What was the catalyst for the new policy?
FEAR!!
What changed for Israel?
They no longer occupied a position of privilege

A Closer Look
What was the new foreign policy?
Slave labor (bondage) — v. 11

How did the policy work out?
It failed — Israel multiplied all the more!! … v. 12

How was the policy “tweaked?”
Labor was intensified to the point of oppression

A Closer Look
What happened next?
Oppression progressed to persecution in the form
of male genocide — vv. 15-21

How did that turn out?
It failed …

Why?

A Closer Look
Because the midwives rightly gave to God what is
God’s — the decision over life and death!

Even though the midwives lied …
God blessed the midwives
Do you remember how I explained this
apparent conflict?

A Closer Look
God is NOT blessing their means, but rather …
He is blessing their FAITH in His precepts
Reminding us that God can bless pure motives in
spite of impure means

Chapter 1 ends with Pharaoh’s obstinate
hard-heartedness — by taking matters into
his own hands

A Closer Look
Now, the stage set — Exod 2 through
7:7 turns to God’s molding of Moses
This section has 2 movements …
In chapters 2-4 the focus is on
priming Moses for ministry

A Closer Look
While in Exod 5-7:8, the priming gives
way to a ‘pre-season’ of ministry
Lets look at the highlights from chapters
2-4 …
We start off with Moses’s birth and
preservation in chapter 2

A Closer Look
What is interesting about Moses’s
education?
He was ‘trained’ in two cultures
Jewish in his first 3 years
Egyptian in his next 37 years

A Closer Look
So Moses is uniquely prepared to deal
with both Israel and Egypt
What ‘rookie’ mistake, and lesson, does
Moses make in his first attempt at
“ministry” in vv. 11-14?
He proceeds in his own strength

A Closer Look
What is the consequence?
He goes from a Prince to a pauper

How does God use Moses’s failure?
To separate him from Egypt …
To prepare him for life in the wilderness,
and …

A Closer Look
To develop empathy with his kinsmen as a
sojourner

What is significant about the closing
verses of chapter 2 … vv. 23-25?
God gets into the act!

A Closer Look
The structure of vv. 23b-25 is just
incredible …
First a two-fold expression of the
weight of Israel’s suffering …
They sighed and cried out — ‘because of their
bondage

A Closer Look
Followed by God’s four-fold response
to their suffering …
God heard — God is always “listening”
God remembered — God never forgets His
promises … despite the appearances of our
circumstances

A Closer Look
God saw — God is always “watching” …
both a good and a scary thing, and …
God (literally) KNEW — God is omniscient

The terse ending with no object
emphatically and dramatically closes
the section by …

A Closer Look
Setting the the earthly appearance — that
evil has triumphed and God is nowhere to
be found — against the heavenly reality that
God heard, remembered, saw, and knew …
and will now act on behalf of His people!

A Closer Look
What is incredible about the first part
of chapter 3 — i.e. vv. 1-9?
God first appears to Moses — vv. 1-6, and …
Then speaks to Moses — vv. 7-9

What does God tell Moses?

A Closer Look
I’ve taken notice of Israel’s bondage and I’m going to do
something about it!

Now what else does God tell Moses?
That he — Moses — is going to be God’s instrument of
redemption … v. 10!!
Note how God says it — ‘come along’ (the partnering),
‘send you’ (the plan), ‘bring My people out’ (the purpose)

A Closer Look
Moses is God’s agent before Pharaoh and His
agent to lead the nation out of Egypt …
But NOT into the land!!

How does Moses respond?
NOT WELL!!

The balance of Exod 3 and through 4:17 …

A Closer Look
Recounts Moses’s unbelief and God’s
kind assurances, until …
HE finally gets ‘fed-up’ and lowers the
boom!
Note the progression of the exchanges

A Closer Look
First Moses responds in apparent humility,
but in reality ignorance — Who am I?
To which God responds: You are nothing
— It will be ‘ME with you’ that will
accomplish the objective … you are just the
tool

A Closer Look
Then Moses responds to God’s assurance with
— Who are YOU? (pretty bold)
To which God says — I AM WHO I AM …
Who will rescue my people
If this were not enough — God adds a few
‘unrequested’ details, including …
The people will accept your message, but …

A Closer Look
Pharaoh will NOT
SO — I will force him to comply!

So what has God done in this second
response?
He has given Moses a preview of the entire
plan and how it will work out!

A Closer Look
So what in the world is there to object to???

Well — two more things according to
Moses …
1st — What are my credentials, and …
2nd — I’m a lousy public speaker!

A Closer Look
How does God respond to the question
of credentials?
With three visible ‘signs’ …
Staff to a snake; leprous hand; water to blood

How does God respond to the speech
problem?

A Closer Look
By going back to the response to the first
objection in 3:11-12 …
And reminding Moses again that the God
who formed the mouth will be with
Moses’s mouth!
So again — it’s not about you Moses …

A Closer Look
But rather it’s about ME and what I will do
with and through you

What is remarkable about God’s
responses?
His incredible patience with Moses!!
But it does not last forever …

A Closer Look
God finally gets mad in 4:14 — and at the same
time answers Moses’s last objection providing
Aaron as his mouthpiece …
Leading to Moses’s capitulation and obedience —
for now!

What is ironic about how the chapter
closes in v. 31?

A Closer Look
Contra Moses’s skepticism — the people
believe the testimony with no objections

BUT — their belief will quickly turn
The fragrance of hope in 4:19-21
quickly turns to …

A Closer Look
The stench of death in 5:21!
In between we see M&A’s first foray
to Pharaoh
How does Pharaoh respond?
He rejects God’s sovereignty

A Closer Look
He intensifies Israel’s persecution with
irrational demands (vv. 7-8) and …
Unjust cruelty … v. 14

What is wrong with Israel’s response
to the intensification?
They appeal to Pharaoh instead of God!

A Closer Look
They have a misplaced loyalty — ‘your
servants’ 3x’s in vv. 15-16
They reject M&A’s authority over them

How does Moses respond to Israel’s
rejection in vv. 22-23?
He blames God!!!!!

A Closer Look
And how does God respond to the
accusation in Exod 6:1-8?
With an assurance — I am sovereign over
the affairs of men
And 2 ‘proof points’ …
God is faithful to His promises — vv. 2-5

A Closer Look
God is able to fulfill his promises — vv. 6-8

How do the people respond to God’s
assurance and proof points?
They reject it!

What two reasons are given?

A Closer Look
Their despondency — which literally
translated is ‘shortness of spirit’ indicating
the idea of impatience …
They wanted things to work out on their timeline
— not God’s

Their suffering — which is a reality, but
reminds us that …

A Closer Look
We need to be patient in suffering, taking
our eyes off ‘how long’ and …
Placing our eyes on what God wants us to
learn in the midst of our suffering

How does God respond to Israel’s
rejection?

A Closer Look
He doesn’t, rather …
He ‘re-commissions’ Moses and ‘re-confirms’
the mission

To which Moses again protests, and …
God responds with …

A Closer Look
Get to it boys!
The time for assuring is over and its
time for action …
I’ve appointed you to be my agents
before Pharaoh and Israel, and …

A Closer Look
The mission is Israel’s emancipation
The genealogy of vv. 14-27 serves to
legitimize and accredit M&A’s
credentials — but more particularly
Aaron’s through the “Levitical” line

A Closer Look
The final two verses of Exod 6 resume the
narrative interrupted by the genealogy —
i.e. vv. 10-13, and …
Pave the way for God’s final reassurance,
and …
Moses’s final capitulation in Exod 7:1-7

A Closer Look
Amazingly — Moses protests God’s call
one last time, to which …
God graciously responds with one final
reassurance
What are the key elements of the
reassurance?

A Closer Look
Pedigrees — Exod 7:1-2 …
Moses will be as God to Pharaoh — a striking
reversal of custom because …
In Egypt the Pharaoh’s were ‘god’
Aaron will be Moses’s “prophet”

Prophecies — Exod 7:3-5 …

A Closer Look
I will accomplish my purposes and establish my
preeminence

AND FINALLY — M&A … DID IT!
It has been a long time in coming, but
now Moses embarks on his ministry
So — From this time forward …

Resignation — Finally
Moses is faithful to his calling with no
further protests …
Notwithstanding the occasional, yet fully
understandable, complaints about leading
the “grumblers” in the wilderness
Next week we will …

Conclusion
Embark upon the next major section
of Exodus — the plague narrative …
Where the center of God’s attention
shifts from Moses to Pharaoh — and
his resistance to God’s will, yet …

Conclusion
We also see the faithful execution of
Moses’s ministry life
Having fully submitted to God’s calling …
We will experience how God works
through Moses to secure the release of His
covenant people

Conclusion
Your homework for next week is to read
Exod 7:8 through 11:10 …
Making some general observations about
the plague narrative, and …
Identify the BIG theological conundrum
these chapters raise

